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EDITORIAL

Our latest newsletter is reaching you at another historical juncture of APPNE as an
organisation. In the past two years, we have witnessed APPNE gaining more and
more strength in becoming a unified and strong voice of the Pakistani healthcare
community. We have engaged actively in education and training, supporting and
guiding younger members and lobbying for the causes of Pakistani and wider medical diaspora at all levels.
Our achievements on their own and in collaboration with other organisations and
institutions, in less than two years have been many and significant. These include
organisation of numerous high quality educational and training events in UK and
Pakistan, participation in high profile academic & research initiatives particularly
during COVID crisis, lobbying for special in-service death benefits for frontline
healthcare staff during the pandemic in the UK, successful campaign resulting in
abolishment of immigrants healthcare surcharge (IHS) for healthcare professionals
in UK, active support of stranded IMGs during the pandemic, helping them with
GMC registration process, successfully lobbying the government to allow them to
change their visa status in-country, facilitating their search for employment and the
list is endless.
These notable achievements have not gone unnoticed; a large number of Pakistani
medical graduates have taken up the membership as a token of their trust, our congregation of nearly 800 is growing further in size by each passing day.
The association is in the midst of its second general elections for the office bearer
posts. We thank you all for believing in our dream of having a singular democratic
representative organisation of Pakistani doctors and helping in making this come
true. We still have a long journey ahead; let’s embark on this journey together, in
bigger numbers, with increasing fervour and firmer dedication.

MESSAGE FROM PRESIDENT

It has been an absolute honour and privilege to serve as your
Founding President. I will thank Allah SWT for all His blessings
through the course of my life and work. As I write this last presidential message, I
feel a sense of great joy, pride, achievement and a realisation that nothing is impossible if we believe in our collective and individual visions. Working with an altruistic group of dedicated individuals gave me the opportunity to lead to the best of my
ability and meet the expectations of being the President of this truly democratic organisation.
"TEAM APPNE" has worked exceedingly hard both in front and behind the scenes.
Our work reflects the commitment displayed by the team and the recognition from a
multitude of organisations across the world, Governments of Pakistan and United
Kingdom, overseas healthcare diaspora, the medical fraternity in Pakistan and media
organisations.
As an individual this has been a wonderful learning experience for me. I had the
pleasure of befriending so many talented people both within the medical fraternity
and beyond who have guided me and shared their experiences and expertise.
I would like to express my gratitude to the Executive Committee Members, Trustees
of APPNE, esteemed APPNE members, friends and colleagues for their unwavering
support and guidance. I wish the nominated candidates all the best for the forthcoming elections and hope that the incoming team will go from strength to strength, and
build upon this solid foundation laid by the founding office bearers and the current
Executive Committee.
I must take this opportunity to thank my family, especially my wife, Dr Syeda Asma
Haider for being a tremendous pillar of support. It would not have been possible for
me to fulfil my duties diligently without the continued support of my wife and three
children particularly when the organisational commitments took priority over familial activities. On a lighter note, I was often called 'Mr President' at home and when
entering my home whilst still on the phone, my children would say like secret service agents usually do "Mr President is in the building".
My thoughts and prayers are with all those who have lost their loved ones across the
world to this terrible pandemic. Many of our friends and colleagues are still quite
unwell and I wish them an uneventful recovery. May Allah SWT protect you and
your families and bring you a blessed year.

Amir Burney

MESSAGE FROM GENERAL SECRETARY

It gives me a great pleasure to see how APPNE has grown
over the last two years. The membership is now approaching 800, which is a great testament that the association remains relevant and useful for the doctors. It is also reflection of the great work
Team APPNE has done, whether it is helping doctors in the UK and raising their
concerns at the appropriate levels or expanding its footprint across the continent
and achieving useful dialogue with PMC to have relevant concerns addressed in
a timely way.
We remain humbled with the ongoing pandemic which remains a concern. APPNE has been proactively promoting public health messages, educational activities and lately encouraging the use of vaccine and explaining various myths it
carries amongst the South East Asian population. We hope that this program will
bring some form of normalcy in our lives.
APPNE's endeavours and networking regarding the harsh rules around adult dependent relative visas is bearing positive outcomes and now BMA and various
royal collages have joined in with their support in this just cause.
Finally, I could proudly say that APPNE remains steadfast to its ethos of democracy and is progressing towards its second elections in February 2021. I would
take this opportunity to encourage colleagues to actively participate in the upcoming elections.
I remain conscious and mindful of so many of our colleagues who lost battle
against COVID whilst performing their duties and I would pray to Allah SWT
for His blessings for the departed souls and a complete recovery for those who
are still struggling.
Irfan Akhtar

MESSAGE FROM THE JOINT SECRETARY

I feel truly honoured to have served as the first elected joint secretary of the association. With the strong leadership provided by
Amir Burney and very ably supported by Irfan Akhtar, APPNE has
progressed tremendously well.
Where COVID-19 has caused so much devastation and misery for
many, it has created a strong bond amongst executives and new
friendships have emerged. We salute our colleagues and health
professionals for their courageous work throughout the pandemic
and I pray for those who are no more with us. May Allah continue
to elevate their status and abode, Ameen.
The pandemic allowed us to carry the vision of APPNE through virtual and social media
platforms to places where it would have been difficult. The engagement with
President of Pakistan, correspondence with GMC and High Commissioner, task force
work around stranded IMGs, and several educational webinars during pandemic have
been real high-lights of the past two years. I leave the office with the association is
in much stronger position and stable both financially and democratically with increasing
membership.
I wish luck to all the contestants for the upcoming elections and all of you a happy new
year ahead.
Mehboob Mirza

MESSAGE FROM TREASURER
It was a great privilege and honour to work as treasurer for APPNE for two years. This not only gave me an opportunity to
work with the most talented and dedicated team which was full
of ideas but it is also a great platform with an opportunity to be
creative, share ones vision and help doctors in the UK and
in Pakistan.
APPNE has achieved a great deal in a very short time and with the help of its members,
it will do much more for doctors at all levels across the UK and Europe. I would encourage you all to actively participate in our upcoming elections and wish best of luck
to the contestants for the upcoming elections.
Awais Shaikh

MESSAGE FROM SOCIAL SECRETARY

While we look forward to rolling out the COVID Vaccination
and we content with many colleagues on the front line working
in the eye of the storm, we wish safety to everyone and pray for
all colleagues who are ill. Over the last three months, we have
had an incredible response to our membership drive and encourage all members to take part in the forthcoming elections. I would like to thank all of our
members who have contributed and shared their experience and vision for joining the
membership. We are approaching 800 members of a potential 12,000 colleagues just in
the UK while also connecting to our diaspora in Europe.
We continue to collaborate with BAPIO and BMA campaigning for having a fairer
points based system for allowing us to be unified with frail elderly parents. APPNE not
only proposed this but is a leading voice in gathering the evidence, campaigning and
collating results from a survey of 875 doctors and nurses as part of our evidence. As the
primary care lead, we have also held representation with MoH Government of Pakistan
to add to their continued work for primary care. We also play an important part in APPNA merit programme which is a collaboration of primary care with colleagues from
America and Australia.
There is a lot of hard work that goes into these activities and it is immensely rewarding.
I would encourage everyone to use the APPNE platform to work towards improving our
working lives, making new friends and growing our APPNE family. I have a positive
outlook for 2021 but nothing comes without hard work and commitment from each of us
in our roles.
Hisham Haq

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES
APPNE educational team continued to work through its endeavours. We are very proud
of our recent work done during the pandemic which included a series of webinars and
reflective practice groups of health professionals.
The team organised six sessions of fortnightly closed group sessions on educational on
Reflective Practice for BAME and other health care professionals. It was lead by Dr
Rafey Faruqui and Dr Iftikhar Ahmad, Consultant Psychiatrists in the NHS. This session covered topics such as reflective practice, critical thinking, emotional aspects of
COVID and complex practical issues such as ethical issues and grievance in a safe, supportive and confidential environment.

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES

We also conducted ENT Webinars, the first one on Management of Thyroid nodules and
Laryngeal Cancer, held on 27th September 2020 was lead by Prof M Shahed
Quraishi OBE. The second webinar was on Otology, held on 1st November 2020 was
lead by Mr Asad Qayyum and covered a wide range of topics including Cochlear
Implant, BAHA, Management of Otitis Externa. The education committee is
extremely grateful to the panelists for their contribution in these webinars.

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES
APPNE has been actively working with other alumni organisations. We have collaborated
with APPNA on APPNA merit programme which is aimed to enhance their competencies
and clinical skills related to different specialist subjects for primary health care physicians. The APPNE members have actively contributed in the four cardiology sessions held
in October 2020 and will continue to collaborate in this ongoing project.

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES
APPNE has been actively
involved in research, seminars and symposium since
from the beginning. Dr
Amir Burney represented
APPNE on 6th December,
2020 at the Jinnah Sindh
Medical University Alumni
of North America’s winter
meeting and enlightened
the audience on career opportunities in the UK. His
talk was to guide medical
students and young doctors
of training pathways in the
UK which was well received by many students.
Dr Amir Burney was also an invited speaker at Jinnah Sindh Medical University's 2nd International Research Symposium held on 25th December 2020 .

We endeavour engagement of our wider membership in our educational activities in future.
If you would like to get involved, please e-mail your details to education@appne.uk

SOCIAL ACTIVITIES
APPNE, BAPIO, members of the healthcare fraternity and other professionals were
invited to an international Mehfil-e-Mushaira organised by Creative Minds Society
(UK). The online event was an excellent opportunity to listen to wonderful poetry by
renowned international poets who were the guests for the event.

The esteemed poets included Mr Rajesh Reddy from Mumbai, Station Director of
Vividh Bharti and author of three books including Ghazal Bahana Karon, Na Ye Basti
Hamari Na Woh Sahra Hamara and A Woman’s Trust With Destiny. Mrs Farzana Khan
(Naina) from Nottingham who is the Chairperson of Creative Minds Society, a renowned
poet, journalist , radio and TV broadcaster and author of two books including Dard ki Neeli
Ragain and Surkh Phoolon ka Jahan, Dr Nikhat Iftikhar (Birmingham UK) a medic, social
activist, author and renowned poet, Mr Ahmed Masood LLB, (Nottingham UK),a former
bank manager and Nottingham City Council manager. He is a renowned poet and
author of two books including Siskiyaan Sunai Dain and Roshni hay Kahan , Mrs Jai
Verma, from Nottingham UK. a poet, story writer and Chairperson of Kavia Rang. She is
involved in many literary societies across the world and is the author of Colours of
Poetry, Sahyatri Hain Hum and Saat Qadam. The program was hosted by Dr Kailash
Chand and Amir Burney. APPNE and BAPIO thanked CMS especially Mrs Farzana
Khan (Chairperson), Dr Amir Burney (Vice Chair) and Mr Zaki Khan (Creative
Director) for their efforts in organising this event especially during the pandemic.

APPNE ENGAGEMENTS
The Australian Association of Pakistani Professionals (AAPP) invited Dr
Amir Burney, President and Mr Irfan
Akhtar, General Secretary of APPNE
to their Leads Council Annual meeting
held on 21st November 2020 at Hyatt
Place, Essendon Place, Melbourne,
Australia.
The main focus of APPNE President’s
address was on strengthening
international collaborations by
Pakistani Diaspora organisations in the
field of medicine and allied healthcare.
AAPP leads included professionals belonging to various professions including medical, nursing and allied
healthcare, legal and information technology. APPNE, AAPP and APPNA
MERIT have signed an MOU agreeing
to work collaboratively in the field of
Family Medicine in Pakistan.
APPNE would like to express its gratitude the President Dr. Majid Naeem
Gondal and Chairman Dr Yousuf H.
Ahmad of AAPP. We look forward to
working synergistically with AAPP on
current and future projects.

MEETING WITH AMBASSADORS OF PAKISTAN TO EUROPE

In a historic first, the President, General Secretary and APPNE member, Dr Shahid Latif
met with HE. Mr Ahmed Farooq, the Ambassador of Pakistan to Denmark, HE. Mr Zaheer Pervaiz Khan the Ambassador to Norway, HE. Muhammed Jamali the Ambassador to
Czech Republic and HE. Dr Muhammad Faisal Chaudhary the Ambassador to Germany
on 1st December, 2020. This meeting, organised by Dr Shahid Latif was also attended by
members of the medical fraternity from Denmark, Norway and Germany including Dr
Rizwan Akram, Dr Urfan
Ahmed, Dr Abbas Ali
Qayyum and Dr Abdur
Rehman Shahid.
The team from APPNE apprised the distinguished
guests about our vision and
achievements since its inception both in the UK and
across the globe.It was
agreed in principle to further our mutual contacts
with the intention to work collaboratively towards helping the Pakistani Asian diaspora
across Europe.
We extend our gratitude
to our Honourable Ambassadors and friends
from the medical fraternity for their time and giving APPNE the opportunity to introduce them
to our work and future
aspirations. We are also
thankful to Dr Shahid
Latif for his immense
help in setting up this historic meeting.

MEETING WITH AMBASSADOR OF PAKISTAN TO
REPUBLIC OF IRELAND & IPPA EXECUTIVES
The President, General Secretary, Joint Secretary and APPNE Executive members including Mr Syed Yusuf Iftikhar met with HE. Mr Shuja Alam the Ambassador of Pakistan to
The Republic of Ireland along with the Executive Team of Irish Pakistani
Professionals Association (IPPA) on 10th December, 2020. The meeting was attended
by President of IPPA Mr Khalid Sarwar Khan, General Secretary Mr Haroon Khan and
Executive Mem-bers of IPPA including Mr Zubair Siddiqui, Dr Fazal Alam, Dr
Mujeebullah Arain, Dr Abdul Rauf, Mr Mujeeb Awan and Mr Muhammad Mukhtar.

In this meeting, the team from APPNE informed the distinguished guests about APPNE’s
vision and its democratic framework, APPNE’s work on various fronts locally as well as
internationally. President of IPPA, Mr Khalid Sarwar Khan also presented the work
and future vision of IPPA. IPPA and APPNE also highlighted their memorandum of
under-standing and the collaborative work undertaken by both organisations since March
2019 .
It was agreed in principle to continually increase mutual contacts with the intention to further strengthen and formalise the association between the two organisations and work collaboratively towards helping both in Pakistan and the Pakistani Asian diaspora across Europe. HE. Mr Shuja Alam spoke about matters pertaining to the importance of
integration by the Pakistani diaspora in Ireland, UK and wider Europe. He cited a
number of ways to achieve these objectives across Europe including the
importance of diversification, recog-nition and cooperation with all other communities.
Mr Alam also stressed the importance of social interaction and role modelling from within
the Pakistani community.
APPNE would
like to express
its gratitude to
Mr
Khalid
Sarwar
Khan
President IPPA
for organising
and facilitating
this meeting.

APPNE MEETING WITH PAKISTAN MEDICAL COMMISSION

The President Dr Amir Burney , General Secretary Mr Irfan Akhtar of APPNE
and APPNE Executive committee members including Mr Syed Yusuf Iftikhar, Mr
Naseem Waraich and Trustees Dr Shahab ullah Quraishi and Mr Amir Khan met
with Dr Arshad Taqi , President of the Pakistan Medical Commission on 15th December,2020.
In this meeting , the team from APPNE informed the distinguished President
about APPNE’s vision and its democratic framework, APPNE’s work in academic, social, political and charitable activities across Pakistan and internationally
ranging from Australia, Middle East , Europe and USA.

Many matters of mutual interest including registration for overseas Pakistani Physicians, registration renewals, equivalence certifications, on-line training of
healthcare workers and role of Pakistani overseas medical diaspora were discussed at length. It was agreed in principle to continually increase mutual contacts
with the intention to further strengthen and formalise the association between the
two organisations .
APPNE would like to express its gratitude to Dr Arshad Taqi, President PMC for
his time, discussion and guidance. We look forward to future interactions and
collaboration with the Pakistan Medical Commission.

ADULT DEPENDANT RELATIVE VISA
APPNE has been working on issues pertaining to the
visa difficulties for Adult Dependant Relatives. During our survey on 875 doctors and nurses, we came
across some heart wrenching tales of human suffering which has furthered the belief that it is indeed a
just cause. We are therefore raising these concerns to
the government to amend the Adult Dependant
Visa Rules (2012).
We are very thankful to BAPIO for their support and
active participation and it is extremely encouraging to gain support from BMA and three
Royal Colleges on this issue. This matter will also be published in the upcoming BMJ issue and it would be helpful to apprise respective MPs with our concerns prior to the publication.
In that context the working
group had agreed that as the next
step we should approach our
respective MP's and Lords to
raise our case, increase awareness
and muster help. The team has
drafted a letter which can be
accessible using the following link
https://www.appne.uk/email/
This link will also give you the
name of your local MP and a list of
Lords and Peers with declared interest in matters of immigration & Human Rights which you may wish to
include. We encourage all members
to take a few moments in completing this form and work together on
this issue which may not only benefit you but also your loved ones.

UPCOMING CONFERENCES
APPNE is proud to be partners with PSEM. The virtual PSEM conference 2021 is the
first event hosted by CAILTEC’s ENLIGHTENme platform that uses technology to
bring together fantastic experts from around the world to share their experience.
You can register for this conference using this link https://cailtec.org/conferences

This conference is an opportunity to explore the use of digital platforms for psychiatric training and intervention in Pakistan and other LMICs. A number of eminent psychiatrists, digital technology experts from UK, US and Pakistan are attending the conference. This would also
be an opportunity to explore the ideas to
meet mental health needs of Pakistani
population. Dr Qaisar Zaidi and Dr Shahid Latif who are both APPNE members
are amongst the eminent speakers at this
event.
Click here to register for this conference.

UPCOMING WEBINAR

This webinar is being held with some of Pakistan’s most senior Public Health
Leaders to explore opportunities to strengthen Pakistan’s Public Health System.
Special advisors to the Prime Minister of Pakistan, including the Director General
of the Federal Heath Services and Provincial Pubic Heath leaders are participating.
This webinar is supported by a number of organisations including the Health Services Academy Pakistan, Yaran-e-Watan and UPSIGN. This webinar will map out
a route to improve Public Heath at all levels.

Dr Zafar Iqbal and Dr Parveen Ali , members of APPNE are representing the UK
faculty of Public Health Pakistan Group. Click here to register for this webinar.

